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RA: from risk factors and pathogenesis to prevention

Predicting and preventing the development of rheumatoid arthritis

From early RA to pre-RA

A desire to cure and even prevent RA has led to an increased interest in its earliest phases—those clinically apparent phases of disease before patients have developed the full set of characteristics that allow them to be classified as having RA and the phases of disease prior to the onset of symptoms. The series of review articles [1-4] that are featured in this and the next few issues of Rheumatology addresses key aspects of the transition to RA: the genetic factors that increase the risk of and protect against RA development [1]; the interactions between these genetic factors and environmental exposures in the initiation of RA and its very early pathogenesis [2]; strategies to predict RA development in at-risk populations, many of which integrate data relating to genetic and environmental risk factors [3]; and strategies to prevent RA in those at risk [4].

Although understanding of these early phases has increased considerably in the past few years, their existence was appreciated in the 1980s when it was first recognized that, in some individuals, the presence of RA-related autoantibodies preceded the onset of clinically apparent disease, often by many years. Recently a common lexicon has been proposed to allow a standardized approach to the description of individuals as they progress through at-risk phases towards the development of RA [5, 6]. Thus individuals with genetic risk factors (phase A) for RA would be exposed to relevant environmental risk factors (phase B). Some such individuals would proceed through phases associated with systemic autoimmunity (phase C), symptoms without clinical arthritis (phase D) and unclassified arthritis (phase E), before eventually developing RA (Fig. 1). Defining these phases in this manner has facilitated the study of mechanisms underlying the transitions between each of these phases, the biomarkers predictive of these transitions and how we think about preventive therapies. Primary prevention of seropositive RA would thus involve interventions to prevent the development of RA-related systemic autoimmunity (phase C) while secondary prevention of seropositive RA would involve approaches to prevent the development of RA in individuals with pre-existing systemic autoimmunity. In this scheme, it is important to understand that not all individuals progress inexorably through all the stages in sequence; individuals may skip stages (illustrated by the dashed lines with arrowheads in Fig. 1), may halt at an intermediate stage or may even revert to an earlier stage.

Division of the at-risk phases of RA into those illustrated in Fig. 1 helps focus attention on the specific factors that put individuals at risk for transition from one phase to the next. This is a critically important issue from the perspective of approaches to disease prevention because modulation of an environmental risk factor relevant for the transition from one particular phase to another may not have the same effect for other transitions. Recent evidence suggests that the HLA class II locus is associated less with the risk of developing ACPA and more with the risk of progression from a state of ACPA positivity (phase C) to having RA [7]; in contrast, environmental factors including smoking [7, 8] and pulmonary inflammation [9] may be more important in the transition to phase C. From the perspective of preventing RA, a smoking cessation campaign would therefore be a particularly important step to implement for first-degree relatives of patients with RA (phases A and B).

Very important questions remain to be addressed and this series of review articles highlights some of these. The triggers for and sites of initiation of the adaptive immune responses that characterize phase C in the transition to RA remain incompletely understood. While considerable data implicate cigarette smoke and other inhaled toxins, the microbiota at mucosal sites including the gut and lung may also play an important role [2]. The triggers for transition from phase C to phases D and E, the joint centric phases of disease, also remain poorly defined but are critical to understand in the context of developing approaches to secondary prevention.

Seronegative RA presents its own challenges in the context of prediction and prevention. By definition, this form of RA is not associated with a presymptomatic autoantibody-positive phase, although as the number of autoantibodies recognized to be associated with RA increases, for example, those recognizing carboxylated proteins in addition to those recognizing citrullinated proteins, the proportion of patients who are truly seronegative decreases. Furthermore, the overall genetic component of risk for seronegative RA, and the genes that contribute to this risk, are not as well defined as for
seropositive RA [1] and the environmental factors that interact with the genotype to trigger the development of seronegative RA have been very poorly described. Only when these, and the disease mechanisms operating at the earliest stages of seronegative RA, have been better characterized will it be apparent to what extent different approaches need to be taken for the primary prevention of seronegative and seropositive RA.

RA is certainly not the only rheumatic disease for which there is interest in risk, prediction and prevention. In the case of SSc, for example, the presence of prescleroderematous disease is well recognized and is typically characterized by the presence of autoantibodies (e.g. ANA) and RP, analogous to phases C and D in the context of RA. Similarly, natural history studies in SLE have demonstrated the prolonged presence and expansion of lupus-related autoantibodies in the preclinical phase of disease [10]. The use of equivalent terminologies to describe the at-risk phases of other chronic diseases will shed light on similarities and differences between diseases. This, in turn, may enhance our understanding of the approaches to screening populations and introducing more generally the concepts of autoimmune and rheumatic diseases prediction and prevention.
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*Fig. 1 The five phases (A–E) an individual may pass through in the transition from health to the development of RA (phase F)*
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